
1. discover (v.) to find out

2. enter (v.) to go into

3. get lost (v.) to become completely focused on something I
like to ___ in music.

4. picture (v.) to imagine; to form an image in one's mind

5. fact (n.) something that is true

6. distance (n.) the space between two points The ___ from
the campus to Fuchinobe station is 3 kilometers.

7. president (n.) the political leader of a country that does not
have a king or queen

8. United
States

(n.) a country in North America that is south of
Canada and north of Mexico

9. whether under any circumstances that; if I'm going to the
party ___ you come or not.

10. take (v.) to last a certain amount of time It will ___ one
hour to get to school.

11. yet up until now It's late, but I'm not sleepy so I won't
go to bed ___.

12. ruin (v.) to damage or destroy The rain will ___ the
barbecue.

13. join (v.) to connect; to bring together

14. decide (v.) to choose I can't ___ which movie to watch."

15. at the
same
time

occurring simultaneously

16. discuss (v.) to consider or examine by argument,
comment, debate, etc.

17. point of
view

(n.) a way of thinking; an opinion

18. realize (v.) to understand; to comprehend Wow, it's 11
o'clock! I didn't ___ it was so late.

19. look for (v.) to seek or to try and find

20. make
sure

(v.) to be certain to do something I must ___ to do
my homework.

21. few (adj.) not many but more than one

22. special (adj.) not ordinary or usual

23. library (n.) a room or building where books are kept

24. for free without charge

25. future (n.) time after now

26. language (n.) the method of human communication using
spoken or written words

27. choose (v.) to take one thing rather than another from a
number of things; to pick

28. take a
picture

(v.) to record an image digitally or on film with a
camera

29. save (v.) to copy the image of something and store it to
a medium

30. Internet (n.) a network that connects computers all
around the world

31. advantage (n.) a good point or feature

32. during at some time in a period I never want to sleep ___
English class.

33. go to bed (v.) to go to sleep for the night

34. exercise (v.) to train your body through action or effort I go
to the gym to ___.

35. let (v.) to permit My dad won't ___ me use his car.

36. possible (adj.) able to be done or capable of happening or
being true It is sunny now, but it is ___ that it
will rain tonight.

37. at once at the same time

38. forget (v.) to not remember something

39. expect (v.) to think that something or someone is likely
to happen or come There are a lot of clouds. I ___
it will rain.

40. another (adj.) a different one

41. imagine (v.) to create an idea or image in the mind

42. without not having or doing something

43. piece (n.) a portion of

44. stone (n.) a piece of rock

45. cave (n.) a large hole in rock or ground

46. invent (v.) to make; to be the first to think of

47. rare (adj.) unusual; not common

48. village (n.) a small group of houses away from the city

49. common (adj.) ordinary, with no special status or rank

50. adventure (n.) an exciting or strange trip
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